https://www.proantic.com/display.php?id=615373

Grande Crucifixion In Earthenware - Choisy (?) Circa 1800

Price : 1350 €

Period : 18th century
Condition : Une restauration
Material : Faïence
https://www.proantic.comdisplay.php?id=615373

Description

Dealer

Large and rare rectangular plate in polychrome

Art Stannum

earthenware representing in high relief the

Old pewters, by J-C COMMENCHAL, expert

CRUCIFIXION.

Tel : 02 32 57 14 95

Dimensions: 44 x 37 cm.

Mobile : 06 07 11 20 35

CHOISY-LE-ROI, Late 18th century or early
19th century.
12, rue Pierre Mendès-France
Restoration in the middle and shine on the back
on the edge, visible on the pictures.
Another plate almost identical but in "clay pipe"
with lead glaze, marked CHOISY is offered in
this gallery.
The two are indisputably out of the same mold.
****************************************
***********
Website:

Freneuse-sur-Risle 27290

http://www.commenchal-expert-etains.com
*********************************
******************
PAYMENT
- By French check payable to COMMENCHAL
Jean-Claude
- By bank transfer payable to COMMENCHAL
Jean-Claude
IBAN: FR7630027160990002011940139
BIC: CMCIFRPP
- By Paypal transfer to jc.commenchal@orange.fr
There will be invoiced an additional cost of 3% of
the price indicated to compensate for the fees
charged by this banking operator
GUARANTEE
Jean-Claude COMMENCHAL guarantees
authentic the object described above. A detailed
descriptive invoice including a photograph will
be given on request to the purchaser. In case of
proven error, the object will be returned at the
seller&#39;s expense.
SHIPPING
Sending to France by "Colissimo" followed
within a maximum of 48 hours. With
recommendation and insurance on request. Postal
transport is offered to mainland France.
Sending to the whole world by "Colissimo"
recommended. With insurance on request. To
find out the shipping costs to Europe or the whole
world, click on "Buy online" and select your
country, or contact me by email.
ASK A QUESTION
French speaking buyers: by phone or email.

Non-French speaking buyers: exclusively by
email.
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